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This tutorial will instruct you in the process of turning a 2D map into a 3D model using Google 
Sketchup. There are a number of videos on how to use Google Sketchup on youtube and 
should you get stuck you may wish to consult them on the tips and tricks for how to use the 
program. 

Step 1: Getting Started

Download Google Sketchup and select your 
map.

Step 2: The Base Layer

Once you have Sketchup installed open it up 

and create a base layer that you will soon 

put your map on. If your map has a grid and 

you can determine the scale then you can 

use those dimensions for the base layer. If 

not then I recommend creating a base layer between 100 and 200 feet on a side.



You can enter the dimensions of the layer by first clicking the rectangular tool and then 

clicking the intersection of the blue/green/red lines and drawing your mouse away. Once the 

rectangle is being drawn, simply type 100' (for 100 feet) and it should make a perfect square 

that's 100' on a side. Should you wish a different dimension just type 100' , 200'. The comma 

indicates the second dimension value. 

Step 3: Selecting the Image

Once you have the base set, you'll need to import the map.

Click File, then Import and then choose the image of the map you wish to use. 

Once you've selected the image you'll need to place it on the base layer that you've created.



Step 4: Positioning the Image

 

Make sure the bottom left point of the image lines up with the intersection of the three axis 

lines. When this happens the dot will turn yellow. Once it's been seated, you will then drag the 

image up and to the right to fill out the base layer; essentially bringing it to scale.

Step 5: Pulling the Image

Using the 'Pull' tool, you will need to give the map some dimension by 'pulling' it up. This gives 

the map some thickness so that you can 'push' the rooms down into it – as though it were 

clay. 



Step 6: Cutting some Rooms

Cutting rooms can be done in one of two ways. You can use the line tool and cut the room out 

using straight lines or you can use the Freehand for more 'organic' shapes.

I used the line tool for the big rectangular room to show you how it's done.



Simply draw lines around the room space (usually just inside from the black lines) until you've 

connected them all into a solid shape. Once you have it cut out click the 'arrow' tool to select 

the inside of the newly created shape to select only it.

I've added some color to the selected area so you can see it better but you can always tell 

what area is currently 'active' by the series of small dots that fill the space.

Step 7: Pushing the Rooms

Once you have the room selected, click the 'Push/Pull' tool and then the area. Move the 

mouse down to 'Push' the space into the block or move it forward to 'pull' the space upwards.

To achieve a standard depth for all of my floors I assign the value of the 'push' by clicking on 

the area and sliding the mouse down a little and then typing 10'. By sliding the mouse down at 

first it sort of tells Sketchup that you want it to go down and not up (when you assign the value 

directly). 



Step 8: Cutting The Rooms / Freehand

Depending on the style of map that you're working with you may not need this method though 

I've found it's much faster than cutting out each room one at at time. Simply select the 

freehand tool and trace the outline of the room (or hall) with the mouse-button clicked. 

Continue tracing until you have a solid shape and then repeat Step 7 to give it depth. 



Step 9: Stairs

Once you have all of your rooms cut out (leave the doors until later) you can handle any odd 

elevation changes like stairs and such. 

In this example there was only one set of stairs. Every time I count a set of stairs (at least for 

Dyson's maps) I just add another five feet to the depth. So if there were multiple stairs 

heading down then I need to add five feet to the 'block' that I start with otherwise I'll be hitting 

the bottom.

First use the line tool to mark the 

ends of the stairs. Since this set of 

stairs technically has two entrances 

(two ways onto it) then I added two 

lines. 

Once I had those two lines set, I 

clicked on the push/pull tool and 

lowered the space between them by 

one foot.



Then I added two more lines to essentially 

make two sets of stairs (sort of like a triangle) 

that would take someone down to the 

chamber below from either side. 

Each time that I added new lines and pushed 

the layer down a foot it gives the impression 

that there are two sets of stairs leading from 

both ends of the hall to the chamber below.

By the time that you lower the stairs for each 

rung you'll end up with the five feet that I 

added for their height. 

Although I'm not sure if Dyson meant for the 

stairs to look like this when he drew the map 

here's how they turned out.

Not a bad architectural element if I do say.

Step 10: Doors

Doors are a common feature in most dungeons and they're fairly simple to create once you 

learn a few tricks.

First I picked one of the doors that we didn't cut out with Step 6. 



From here I drew two lines on either side of 

the door (at the top) to cut it out from the rest 

of the wall area (color added in gimp for 

clarity).

Then I use the push/pull tool to push the 

door area flat with the floor.

This leaves us a large gaping hole in the 

wall that you can either leave open or fill with 

a door.



I added a line about two feet down from the 

top (thus making the doorway approximately 

eight feet tall) and pulled it over and across 

the space where the door was until the two 

sides touched.

Because the angles of the two faces aren't even you 

get something like this. There's a weird 'v' notch 

between the two faces that we'll fix using the 'MOVE' 

button.



Using the move button you select the 'edge' of the face (in red using gimp) and drag it to the 

left until it matches the other side. In this way, the move tool allows you to 'smoosh' the two 

sides together.

When you're done you have a blocked-in door frame 

ready for a door.

Draw two lines across the bottom of the door 

frame and pull the space between them up 

to create a 'door' in the frame.

The completed door is, essentially, just a 

piece of thin wall that you'll colorize later with 

the Paint Bucket tool. (color added for clarity in 

gimp).



Step 11: Textures and Color

This is where you can get really creative. For this example I used the 'sketchy' textures that 

come with Sketchup. Simply click on the texture that you wish to use and then, with the paint 

bucket tool, click on the area in the map.

I would urge you to experiment and have fun with this process as the color / shading of the 

map will set the mood.

I used the lighter shade of 'brick' for the walls 

and the darkest shade for the floor to give it 

some depth.

Just go around the map and make sure that 

you hit all of the nooks and crannies with 

whatever texture you find. 

You can also google textures for sketchup 

and download / install them to the program 

(but that's found on youtube).



You can also use textures 

like stone and vegetation 

to give the new model 

some added detail.

Since I'm not sure of the 

intention of map's 

entrance I just added 

some foliage around the 

front as though it opened 

onto a field of grass.

You can continue with this section (adding color and texture) for hours and hours if you like. 

For this example I left the original map image on the surface of the model so you can see 

Dyson's original work. 



I hope this tutorial helped you at least get the idea of how such maps are made. This is my 

first tutorial so if you have any questions please feel free to message me on the 

Cartographer's Guild Forum.

Good luck!

-Green Pilgrim.


